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Streetscape view of Bldgs 32, 31, 30, 29, 28, 27, 26, 25 & 12 (left to right) looking SE along parkway from Coffee Street
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Aerial view of commercial &
industrial areas of Lanesboro
Historic District. Former mill
pond is filled — in area now under
cultivation at right center of photo.
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View looking north in Lanesboro Historic District along parkway from intersection with Hillcrest
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View looking south in Lanesboro Historic District along parkway from intersection with Hillcrest
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Streetscape view of Bldgs. 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, and 37 (right to left) facing NE along parkway from Elmwood.
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Structure #3 and Bldg. #6
(left to right)
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Streetscape view of Bldgs. # 24, 23, 22, 21, 20, 19, 18, 17, 16, 15, and 14 (right to left) looking SW along parkway from Coffee Street. Lanesboro, MN; Fillmore County
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Streetscape view of Bldgs. 36, 35, 34, 33, 32, & 24 (left to right) looking SW along Coffee Street from railroad tracks.
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Streetscape view of Bldgs. 36, 35, 34, 33, 32, 31 (left to right) facing SE along Coffee Street from parkway
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Streetscape view looking north along parkway showing Bldg. #6 on extreme left.
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Streetscape view of Bldgs. 12, 11 & 10 (left to right) facing SE along parkway from Elmwood.
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View looking SW along railroad track right-of-way. Bldg. #36 at extreme right; Bldg. #7 in center; and Bldg. #13 in rear left.
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Sons of Norway Lodge No. 376
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Bldgs #7 & 8 (left to right)
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Structure #38 - C.M. & St. Paul Railway Bridge
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Bldg. 2, Lanesboro Power Station
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#4 James Thompson House
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Lanesboro Historic District:
#29-28-27, (left to right)
Galligan Block, Ford Building,
Bank of Lanesboro & U.S. Post Office
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Lanesboro Historic District:
#14-15-16 (Left to right)
Thompson & Thompson Store, Nelson & Nepstad Store, Nelson & Look Store
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